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Abstract – Objective: The use of digital technologies could improve patients’ quality of care,
satisfaction, and health-related outcomes in cancer patients. This paper aims to explore the use of
digital technologies in nursing management of cancer patients in Italy.
Patients and Methods: A systematic literature review was performed. PubMed, Excerpta Medica
dataBASE (Embase), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and Cochrane
Library databases were consulted from September 1, 2021, to January 31, 2022. Key terms for Telenursing/Telemedicine and cancer in Italy were used. The quality of each study was assessed through the
Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations method.
Results: 131 articles were found and 5 were included: two randomized-clinical-trial protocols
aimed to explore the impact of medication management apps on patients’ quality of life; one validation trial suggested good reliability in the therapeutic adherence of patients on chemotherapy but
limited sensitivity in detecting related adverse events; two observational studies described the validation of telephone triage prehospitalization programs performed by nurses during the pandemic.
Conclusions: The use of digital technologies in nursing management of cancer patients is infrequent in Italy, however, increased during the pandemic. Further studies are needed to evaluate
the impact and effectiveness of the use of digital technologies in nursing management in cancer
patients.
KEYWORDS: Cancer, Italy, Nurse, Systematic Review, Telemedicine, Telenursing.

INTRODUCTION
The global socio-demographic changes and the
technical-scientific advances of the last decades
led to a reduction in mortality from infectious diseases and an increase in mortality from non-communicable diseases (NCD), including cancer1.
Reasonably, cancer-related incidence and mortality are increasing due to the growth and ageing of the population, as well as to destructive
behaviours and lifestyles, increasing the risk of

cancer (smoking, alcohol, nutrition, obesity, physical inactivity, and air pollution, among the main
ones)2,3. The burden of cancer forces global health
systems to find innovative and practical solutions
to improve cancer patients’ management, treatment, and outcomes, whether in the presence or
remote care, through digital technologies and
Information and Communications Technology
(ICT)4. Generally, Telemedicine is a complex of
technological tools, techniques, and services for
remote assistance, exchange of information be-
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tween health professionals, and support for research and evaluation of care5. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), Telemedicine
could improve quality of care by enhancing traditional healthcare4, specially in cancer patients6.
Despite the increased use of Telemedicine in response to the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic7,8 its use
in global health systems is varied.
Furthermore, there are few rigorous studies that are often carried out on small samples,
even in oncology. According to the International
Council of Nurses (ICN)9, ICT allows nurses to
enhance their activity through Telenursing interventions, improving self-care, access to care, patient satisfaction, reduction in time and the use of
means and resources. Its use in chronic patients,
particularly cancer patients, needs further development beyond telephone follow-up10,11. Symptom
management and control12,13 and educational programs issued by health professionals6,14 are essential in cancer patients enhanced by Telenursing
interventions10. In Italy, the use of these instruments is still limited15,16; however, this approach is
perceived by this population as safe and effective,
with a good impact on care and the relationship
with healthcare professionals17. Some international studies investigated the spread of Telenursing
interventions in the national context18,19. To our
knowledge, no systematic reviews of the literature
summarise the nursing contribution and the use of
digital technology in cancer patients in Italy. This
systematic review aims to overview Telenursing
interventions in Italy for this fragile population.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
A systematic review was performed accordingly
to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement20 (Table 1). This review was not recorded,
and no research protocol was written. Due to the
nature of the study, no approval was requested
from the Ethics Committee.
Data sources and search strategy
The research was conducted on PubMed, Embase (Excerpta Medica dataBASE), Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL) and Cochrane Library databases
from September 1st, 2021, to January 31st, 2022.
The search strategy adapted to the four databases
was conducted with the support of two librarians
(Table 2). Free words and MeSH (Medical Sub2

ject Headings) or Emtree terms were identified
and combined with Boolean operators AND - OR
after preliminary research on the principal terms
used in the literature for Telenursing, Cancer and
Italy. All records were imported into RefWorks®
bibliographic management software.
Study selection
Two reviewers established eligibility criteria to
identify related studies on the use of Telenursing
interventions in cancer patients ≥ 18 years old in
Italy. Specifically, quantitative (observational, experimental, quasi-experimental, cross-sectional,
pilot studies and protocols) and qualitative studies in English using validated tools were included. Gray literature (clinical practice recommendations, case reports, conference papers, expert
opinions, and more) and literature reviews (systematic reviews, scoping, narratives, and more)
were excluded. Moreover, the references of the reviews and included articles were reviewed, looking for additional studies related to the research
question. The exclusion criteria were as follows:
studies conducted in countries other than Italy or
populations other than cancer patients; studies on
populations <18 years; publications with topics
unrelated to Telenursing interventions, or authors’
interventions other than nurses, or unknown.
Data extraction and quality assessment
After reading the title and abstract, irrelevant
articles were excluded. The studies that met the
inclusion criteria were subsequently analysed by
reading the full text. Consensus on reviewer disagreements was resolved through comparison or
the opinion of a third independent reviewer who
supervised the study. No time limits have been
applied to the research. For each included study,
the information reported in Table 3 was collected.
RESULTS
One hundred thirty-one records were initially extracted from the databases. After eliminating 22
duplicates, 57 articles were excluded by reading
their title and abstracts. Fifty-two records were
analysed by reading the full texts, leading to the
identification of three papers included in this review21-23. Following the evaluation of the references of the articles included in the review, two
additional studies were deemed relevant and were
included in this review24,25 (Figure 1).

TABLE 1. Prisma checklist.
Section
Item #
Checklist item
Location where
and Topic 			  item is reported
TITLE
   Title

1

Identify the report as a systematic review.

ABSTRACT
   Abstract

2

See the PRISMA 2020 for Abstracts checklist.

1-2

INTRODUCTION
   Rationale
   Objectives

3
4

Describe the rationale for the review in the context of existing knowledge.
Provide an explicit statement of the objective(s) or question(s) the review addresses.

2-3
3

METHODS
   Eligibility criteria
5
Specify the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the review and how studies were grouped for the syntheses.
   Information sources
6
Specify all databases, registers, websites, organisations, reference lists and other sources searched or consulted to identify studies.
		  Specify the date when each source was last searched or consulted.
   Search strategy
7
Present the full search strategies for all databases, registers and websites, including any filters and limits used.
   Selection process
8
Specify the methods used to decide whether a study met the inclusion criteria of the review, including how many reviewers screened
		  each record and each report retrieved, whether they worked independently, and if applicable, details of automation tools used in the process.
   Data collection
9
Specify the methods used to collect data from reports, including how many reviewers collected data from each report,
    process		  whether they worked independently, any processes for obtaining or confirming data from study investigators, and if applicable,
		  details of automation tools used in the process.
   Data items
10a
List and define all outcomes for which data were sought. Specify whether all results that were compatible with each outcome domain in each study
		  were sought (e.g. for all measures, time points, analyses), and if not, the methods used to decide which results to collect.
10b
List and define all other variables for which data were sought (e.g. participant and intervention characteristics, funding sources).
		  Describe any assumptions made about any missing or unclear information.
   Study risk of bias
11
Specify the methods used to assess risk of bias in the included studies, including details of the tool(s) used, how many reviewers assessed
    assessment		  each study and whether they worked independently, and if applicable, details of automation tools used in the process.
   Effect measures
12
Specify for each outcome the effect measure(s) (e.g. risk ratio, mean difference) used in the synthesis or presentation of results.
   Synthesis methods
13a
Describe the processes used to decide which studies were eligible for each synthesis (e.g. tabulating the study intervention characteristics
		  and comparing against the planned groups for each synthesis (item #5)).
			
13b
Describe any methods required to prepare the data for presentation or synthesis, such as handling of missing summary statistics,
		  or data conversions.
13c
Describe any methods used to tabulate or visually display results of individual studies and syntheses.
13d
Describe any methods used to synthesize results and provide a rationale for the choice(s). If meta-analysis was performed,
		  describe the model(s), method(s) to identify the presence and extent of statistical heterogeneity, and software package(s) used.
13e
Describe any methods used to explore possible causes of heterogeneity among study results (e.g. subgroup analysis, meta-regression).
13f
Describe any sensitivity analyses conducted to assess robustness of the synthesized results.
   Reporting bias
14
Describe any methods used to assess risk of bias due to missing results in a synthesis (arising from reporting biases).
   assessment
   Certainty
15
Describe any methods used to assess certainty (or confidence) in the body of evidence for an outcome.
   assessment

1

4
3-4
Table 2
4
4

4-Table 3
Table 3
Not applicable
Not applicable
Table 3
Not applicable
4 -Table 3
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED). Prisma checklist.
Section
Item #
Checklist item
Location where
and Topic 			  item is reported
RESULTS
   Study selection
16a
Describe the results of the search and selection process, from the number of records identified in the search to the number of studies included
		  in the review, ideally using a flow diagram.
16b
Cite studies that might appear to meet the inclusion criteria, but which were excluded, and explain why they were excluded.
   Study characteristics
17
Cite each included study and present its characteristics.
   Risk of bias
18
Present assessments of risk of bias for each included study.
   in studies
   Results of
19
For all outcomes, present, for each study: (a) summary statistics for each group (where appropriate) and (b) an effect estimate and its precision
    individual studies 		  (e.g. confidence/credible interval), ideally using structured tables or plots.
   Results of syntheses
20a
For each synthesis, briefly summarise the characteristics and risk of bias among contributing studies.
20b
Present results of all statistical syntheses conducted. If meta-analysis was done, present for each the summary estimate and its precision
		  (e.g. confidence/credible interval) and measures of statistical heterogeneity. If comparing groups, describe the direction of the effect.
20c
Present results of all investigations of possible causes of heterogeneity among study results.
20d
Present results of all sensitivity analyses conducted to assess the robustness of the synthesized results.
   Reporting biases
21
Present assessments of risk of bias due to missing results (arising from reporting biases) for each synthesis assessed.
   Certainty of evidence
22
Present assessments of certainty (or confidence) in the body of evidence for each outcome assessed.
DISCUSSION
   Discussion

OTHER INFORMATION
   Registration and protocol

23a
23b
23c
23d

Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence.
Discuss any limitations of the evidence included in the review.
Discuss any limitations of the review processes used.
Discuss implications of the results for practice, policy, and future research.

24a
Provide registration information for the review, including register name and registration number, or state that the review was not registered.
24b
Indicate where the review protocol can be accessed, or state that a protocol was not prepared.
24c
Describe and explain any amendments to information provided at registration or in the protocol.
   Support
25
Describe sources of financial or non-financial support for the review, and the role of the funders or sponsors in the review.
   Competing interests
26
Declare any competing interests of review authors.
   Availability of data, code 27
Report which of the following are publicly available and where they can be found: template data collection forms; data extracted
    and other materials		  from included studies; data used for all analyses; analytic code; any other materials used in the review.

4-Figure 1
4-5
4-7
5-Table 4
Table 3
Table 3-Table 4
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Table 4
Not applicable
7-8
8
8
9-10
3
3
Not applicable
10-11
11
11

From: Page MJ, McKenzie JE, Bossuyt PM, Boutron I, Hoffmann TC, Mulrow CD, et al. The PRISMA 2020 statement: an updated guideline for reporting systematic reviews. BMJ 2021; 372: n71. doi: 10.1136/bmj.n71
For more information, visit: http://www.prisma-statement.org/
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TELENURSING AND CANCER PATIENTS IN ITALY
TABLE 2. Search strategy.
Predictor
Coefficient
Z (Wald)
p-value
OR
95% CI
			
PubMed
  (((Telenursing[Title/Abstract] OR telehealth[Title/Abstract] OR telemedicine[Title/Abstract]) OR (“Telemedicine”[Mesh]
OR “Telenursing”[Mesh])) AND ((Tumor*[Title/Abstract] OR Tumour*[Title/Abstract] OR Neoplas*[Title/Abstract]
OR Cancer*[Title/Abstract] OR Malignan*[Title/Abstract] OR Carcin*[Title/Abstract] OR Adenocarcinoma*[Title/Abstract]) OR (“Neoplasms”[Mesh]))) AND ((“Italy”[Mesh]) OR (italy[Title/Abstract]))
Embase
  (‘telenursing’/exp OR ‘telemedicine’/exp OR telenursing:ti,ab OR ‘tele nursing’:ti,ab OR telemedicine:ti,ab OR ‘tele
medicine’:ti,ab) AND (neoplasm*:ab,ti OR tumo*:ab,ti OR tumours:ab,ti OR cancer*:ti,ab OR carcinoma*:ab,ti OR
adenocarcinoma*:ab,ti OR malignant:ab,ti OR ‘neoplasm’/exp) AND (‘italy’/exp OR ‘italy’:ti,ab) AND [embase]/lim
NOT ([embase]/lim AND [medline]/lim)
CINHAL
  (Tumor* OR Tumour* OR Neoplas* OR Cancer* OR Malignan* OR Carcin* OR Adenocarcinoma* ) AND ( Telenursing OR telehealth OR telemedicine ) AND ( italy OR ital*)
Cochrane Library
  Tumor* OR Tumour* OR Neoplas* OR Cancer* OR Malignan* OR Carcin* OR Adenocarcinoma* in Title Abstract
Keyword AND Telenursing OR telehealth OR telemedicine in Title Abstract Keyword AND “Italy” OR ital* in Title
Abstract Keyword

The quality of the included studies (Table 4)
was assessed using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations
(GRADE) method26.
Two studies were randomised controlled clinical trial (RCT) protocols22,23 of remote monitoring via drug management application (app). Two
were observational studies 21,24 on the effectiveness of telephone triage in containing the spread
of the SARS-CoV-2 infection. The last was the
validation trial25 of the Passardi study protocol22.
Both study protocols aim to assess the efficacy,
usability, acceptability, and satisfaction of cancer
treatment apps in symptom management. They
also assessed the users’ quality of life (QoL) and
the impact on care needs. The validation study25
customised the platform and assessed its impact,
usability, and adverse events (AEs) management
in 60 cancer patients receiving chemotherapy.
Multicentre RCT protocols
Ciani et al23 aimed to enroll 120 patients with lung
cancer to evaluate the impact of the drug management app “LuCApp” (Lung Cancer App, Milan,
Italy), on the Health-Related QoL (HRQoL), from
drug prescription to 12-24 weeks of follow-up. The
improvement of HRQoL was assessed through a generic measure of health status based on preferences,
EuroQol-5-Dimensions-5 Level27 and anxiety and depression reported by users. The impact on care needs
was assessed as a burden on the well-being of health
professionals, caregivers and patients’ care needs.
Passardi et al22 aims to evaluate the impact of
a remote monitoring system ONCO-TreC (CCC,

Citizen Clinical Record, Trento, Italy) for homebased management of oral anticancer therapies
on 80 cancer patients: 20 subjects in the first
training phase and 60 in the validation one.
The effectiveness of the “ONCO-TreC” will be
related to recording information transcription,
patient compliance and safety through Patient
Reported Outcomes, healthcare-patient communication, anxiety levels, and quality of care
perceived and provided. The electronic tools
Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-General (FACT-G) 28 and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) 29 were used at baseline,
during the treatment, and at the end of the study.
The impact on care needs will be assessed as
shared pharmacological management, prevention of complications, and reduction of access in
the Emergency Department.
Training-Validation Trial
Twenty patients from 3 hospitals in northern Italy were enrolled in this study25 after the initial
training phase on 20 patients. The study procedures are described in the protocol included in
the review22. The authors reduced the population
of the validation study from 60 to 20 subjects,
considered a sufficient number for clinical validation of the platform. ONCO-TreC suggested
good reliability in monitoring therapeutic adherence in more than 97 % of cases. The detection
of the AEs grade estimated by patients, and controlled by nurses or doctors every 24-48 hours,
underestimated the severity of AEs, especially
for severe ones.
5

TABLE 3. Data extraction.
Authors
Study design
Aim
Sampling
Timing
Tools
Outcomes
Summary of main Conclusions and
				
intervention			 findings	 implication for
								 
clinical practice
Ciani et al23
Multicenter RCT
To promote monitoring 120 lung cancer
Baseline assessment, The Trial Outcome
Primary outcomes:
The LuCApp trial is The use of mobile
(2019)	  protocol	  and early management 	  patients assigned	  daily symptom 	  Index in the FACT-L	  HRQoL scores	  still in progress. No	  devices and digital
		  of patients’ symptoms 	  1:1 to LuCApp	  monitoring and 	  questionnaire, the	  Secondary outcomes:	  preliminary data are	  technologies could lead
		  and evaluate the 	  in addition	  patient-reported 	  Lung Cancer Subscale,	  Improved HRQoL,	  available for usability,	  to improved symptom
		  usability, efficacy and 	  to u.c. vs. u.c.	  outcome measures 	  the EuroQoL 5D-5L	  reduced anxiety and	  efficacy and cost-	  management, clinical
		  cost-effectiveness 		  every 3 ± 1 week 	  questionnaire, the 	  depression, impact	  effectiveness.	  practice and QoL
		  of LuCApp vs. u.c		  and up to 24 weeks. 	  HADS, the SCNS 	  on patients’ cancer
		of cancer patients.
					  SF34, the App 	  supportive care needs,	 
					  modified CSUQ	  on caregiver burden;	 
						  cost-effectiveness,
						  usability and user
						  satisfaction
Passardi et al 22
Multicenter RCT
To optimize patient80 cancer patients
Face-to-face sessions Semi-structured
Therapeutic adherence, This project could
Digital technology could
(2017)	  protocol (qualitative	  clinician communication;	  treated with capeci-	  at baseline, during 	  interviews, ECOG-	  prevention of serious 	  promote empo-	  have a meaningful
	  and quantitative 	  home management and	  tabine or sunitinib:	  and at the end of the	  Performance Status,	  adverse events at  	  werment, patient 	  impact on the
	  approach)	  remote monitoring of 	  20 patients in the	  study. Daily 	  CTCAE Version 4.03	  home, impact on dose 	  self-efficacy, 	  accessibility and use
		  oral chemotherapy, 	  training phase and	  monitoring of patient 	  Mobile diary App,	  reduction, treatment 	  doctor-patient 	  of health services.
		  adherence, drug safety, 	  60 patients in the 	  reported outcomes.	  Web dashboard, 	  interruptions, access 	  communication,
		  QoL, anxiety, quality 	  validation one	  6-12 weeks training 	  FACT-G, HADS,	  to the ED, usability, 	  sustainability and
		  of care, usability and 		  validation phase	  Italian version 	  acceptability.	  efficiency
		  acceptability of Onco-			  of the SUS
		  TreC by patients and
		  healthcare professionals
Fregatti et al 21
Observational study Validation of a preFrom March 9th to
Telephone triage at
Telephone triage for 85 patients (93.4 %) No hospitalization
These screening measures
(2020)		  admission screening 	  April 9th 2020: 91	  home prior to	  SARS-CoV-2 	  were deemed eligible	  and no proven SARS-	  are easily applicable in
		  program for SARS-CoV-2	  breast cancer patients	  hospitalization for	  symptoms: checklist 	  for surgery and five 	  CoV-2 infection 	  high-volume breast
		  prevention and evaluation 		  breast surgery;	  for fever, cough and	  patients (5.5 %) were 	  among patients and 	  units, can support
		  of emergencies and 		  hospitalization, 	  respiratory symptoms.	  temporarily excluded	  healthcare 	  clinical decision
		  surgical priorities.		  and post-discharge 		  from the operative	  professionals. 93.4 %	  making, reallocation of
				  triage		  program for fever 	  of patients underwent	  healthcare resources,
						  (n = 3) or hospitali-	  surgery without 	  prevent Covid-19
						  zation for SARS-	  postoperative 	  infections and contain
						  CoV-2 infection 	  morbidity, read-	  delay in cancer care.
						  (n = 2) 	  missions and
							 
prolonged hospital
							 
stay
Continued
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED). Data extraction.
Authors
Study design
Aim
Sampling
Timing
Tools
Outcomes
Summary of main Conclusions and
				
intervention			 findings	 implication for
								 
clinical practice
Pertile et al24
Observational study Validation of a preFrom March 9th to
Telephone triage was A screening flowchart All 25 patients were 25 patients underwent Telephone triage could
(2021)		  admission screening 	  May 9th 2020: 25	  carried out 7 days 	  for suspected SARS-	  deemed eligible for	  safe colorectal 	  be useful in preventing
		  program for SARS-	  colorectal cancer	  before admission 	  CoV-2 symptoms: 	  admission. One 	  surgery, hospitali-	  SARS-CoV-2 contagion
		  CoV-2 prevention and 	  patients	  and on the first 	  fever, cough, sore 	  patient tested positive 	  zation times were 	  also in other surgical
		  evaluation of surgical 	  and third day after 	  throat, shortness of 	  for SARS-CoV-2, 	  minimized and no 	  contexts, avoiding
		  priorities		  discharge.	  breath and other 	  two weeks after 	  spread of SARS-	  delays in treatments
				
	  respiratory symptoms.	  hospital admission. 	  CoV-2 infections
						  The median 	  between healthcare
						  hospitalization was 	  professionals and
						  7.8 days	  patients.
Passardi et al 25
Phase II trial
ONCO-TreC platform 	  treated with TKIs: Face-to-face education Semi-structured
Therapeutic adherence, 38 patients (95 %)
ONCO-TreC is a useful,
(2022)		  validation study: to 	  20 patients in the 	  sessions at baseline, 	  interviews, ECOG-	  prevention of serious	  were assessed for 	  usable and acceptable
		  customize the platform 	  training phase and 	  during and at the 	  Performance Status, 	  adverse events at 	  treatment adherence,	  tool for measuring and
		  and evaluate its ability 	  40 patients in the 	  end of the study. 	  CTCAE Version 	  home, impact on dose 	  with a concordance 	  monitoring adherence
		  to facilitate the 	  validation one	  Daily monitoring of 	  4.03 Mobile diary 	  reduction, treatment	  between the platform 	  to oral anticancer drugs.
		  management of oral 	  patient reported out-	  App, Web dashboard,	  interruptions, access 	  and clinicians 	  Its reliability in
		  chemotherapies, the 	  comes. 6-12 weeks	  FACT-G, HADS,	  to the ED, usability, 	  of 97.3 % (95 % 	  detecting AEs could
		  usability and 	  training phase. 	  Italian version of the 	  acceptability.	  CI 86.1 % - 99.9 %).	  be improved.
		  acceptability by patients 	  24 weeks validation 	  SUS questionnaire		  Patients undere-	  compared to
		  and healthcare 	  phase			  stimated their AEs	  clinicians: 60 %
							  of grade 3; 54 %
							  of grade 2; and 19 %
							  of grade 1. 94 %
							  (33/35) of patients
							  utilized ≥ 1 time
							  the App each week,
							  with 2 the median
							  accesses/patient,
							  and 71 % (27/38)
							  and 68 % (26/38)
							  of patients sent
							 
messages and
							  registered vital sign
							  through the App
RCT: Randomised Controlled Trial; u.c.: usual care;FACT-L: Functional Assessment of Cancer Ther apy-Lung; QoL: Quality of Life; HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; SCNS SF34: Supportive Care
Needs Survey Short Form; App: Application; ED: Emergency Department;
CSUQ: Computer System Usability Questionnaire; HRQoL: Health Related Quality of Life; ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; CTCAE: Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events; FACT-G:
Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-General; TKI: Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors.
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Fig. 1. Screening process.

Approximately 70% of patients entered ≥ 1 parameter in the system, mainly blood pressure, and
used the app to send messages to clinicians. The
system also triggered alarms for ≥ 3-day missing
data and severe AEs, with a median clinicians’ response time of two days.
Observational studies
Two observational studies were conducted21,24 to
evaluate the priorities of surgical procedures in
cancer patients and the effectiveness of preoperative screening programs in containing the spread
of SARS-CoV-2 infection.
8

Fregatti et al21 validated a pre-hospitalisation
screening program for SARS-CoV-2 infection on
91 breast cancer patients. Telephone triage allowed
nurses to identify 85 patients deemed suitable for
surgery and to refer five (5.5 %) for fever or SARSCoV-2 infection.
Pertile et al24 evaluated a pre-hospitalisation
screening program to limit exposure to SARSCoV-2 infection in 25 patients with colorectal cancer. A general surgery and oncology nurse carried
out the telephone triage seven days before admission (assessing fever, cough, and dyspnoea) and
on the first- and third-day following discharge to
assess symptoms (body temperature, pain, physiological functions, and more) and clinical status.

TABLE 4. Quality assessment using GRADE methods.
Certainty assessment
Authors (year)
Title
Study design
Risk of bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Other consi- Certainty
							 derations
Ciani et al23 (2019)
Lung Cancer App (LuCApp) Study Protocol: A Randomised
RCT protocol
not serious
not serious
not serious
not serious
none
	  Controlled Trial to Evaluate a Mobile Supportive Care App 							
	  for Patients with Metastatic Lung Cancer


++
LOW

Optimisation and Validation of a Remote Monitoring System
RCT protocol
serious
not serious
not serious
not serious
None
Passardi et al22 (2017)
	  (Onco-TreC) for Home-Based Management of Oral 							
	  Anticancer Therapies: An Italian Multicentre Feasibility Study


+
VERY LOW

Breast Cancer Surgery during the COVID-19 Pandemic:
Observational
not serious
not serious
serious
not serious
none
Fregatti et al21 (2020)
	  An Observational Clinical Study of the Breast Surgery 	  study						
	  Clinic at Ospedale Policlinico San Martino - Genoa, Italy.


+
VERY LOW

Colorectal Cancer Surgery during the COVID-19 Pandemic:
Observational
not serious
not serious
serious
serious
none
Pertile et al24 (2021)
	  A Single Center Experience	  study						


+
VERY LOW

A Remote Monitoring System to Optimize the Home
Phase II trial
serious
not serious
not serious
not serious
none
Passardi et al25 (2022)
	  Management of Oral Anticancer Therapies (ONCO-TreC):							
	  Prospective Training-Validation Trial


++
LOW

RCT: Randomised Controlled Trial.
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All 25 patients were considered fit for admission,
and only one was positive for SARS-CoV-2 two
weeks after discharge.
DISCUSSION
This systematic review on Telenursing interventions for cancer patients in Italy described the
low use of digital tools in this country. The heterogeneity by study design and kind of cancer
did not allow for a meta-analysis. Most of the 131
Italian records initially identified were related to
a recent period in response to the pandemic7, but
few structured studies would have been conducted21,24,25. However, mainly, they involved triage
and telephone consultation in pre-hospitalisation
to decrease the spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection
among healthcare professionals and surgery patients. Only one validation trial was conducted25,
but the authors arbitrarily reduced the short sample from 60 to 20 patients; unlike the protocol, the
nursing intervention is not clarified. Furthermore,
the system shows weak efficacy in the detection
of AEs. Observational studies21,24 showed homogeneous results: preoperative nursing telephone
triage significantly reduced the risk of SARSCoV-2 infection in surgical cancer patients and
healthcare professionals, limited hospitalisation
and overload of the healthcare system. The average hospital stay was, in fact, almost only one day
longer than in the pre-pandemic era, and it was
mainly due to specific preventive measures necessary before the patients’ hospitalisation24. During
the pandemic, the pilot study by Buttiron Webber
et al30 also used nursing telephone triage to identify SARS-CoV-2 infections, reduce patient hospital admissions and send chemotherapy administration back to the home. However, it was deemed
to be of low quality and excluded from the review
because it used non-validated tools to measure
patient satisfaction. Pre-hospital screening measures and apps for remote support and care, could
be successfully transferred to other oncological
settings, avoiding delays in cancer treatments,
supporting the decision-making process of healthcare professionals and the reallocation of healthcare resources31. Nevertheless, the screening process revealed that nurses are often involved in
telemedicine interventions, but their contribution
is unclear32,33. Many authors were physicians in
the 131 records initially included in the review.
Therefore, it could be supposed a lack of specific
reference to nursing interventions. In this regard,
in the study by Tiozzo et al34, a nurse team developed an app for pain management, and the intervention and nursing contribution were described
10

in detail. However, this observational study was
excluded because it was primarily for paediatric
cancer patients, (< 18 years) and the results for
the adult population were indeed reported in the
age group 13-21 years old. The study by Galligioni et al35 described the effectiveness of a safe
therapy mobile system for administering intravenous and oral chemotherapy. The tool monitors
the patient-nurse-drug sequence to trace the drug
administration process and promote safety. The
Telenursing intervention is detailed and effective;
however, it analysed nursing satisfaction with the
usability and acceptability of the system. Further
studies are needed to assess the implementation
and evaluation of Telenursing interventions on the
promotion of safety, satisfaction in use by cancer
patients, and the impact on their QoL.
Limits
Three studies included in this systematic review
represent limited Italian experiences developed
during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic21,24,25 and two
RCT protocols with unavailable results22,23. The
authors further reduced the population of the validation trial25 in the validation phase compared to
the original protocol22. The clinical and methodological heterogeneity of the studies did not allow
for a meta-analysis. Observational studies reported possible biases relating to any false statements
by patients during telephone triage, which could
have altered the results. Moreover, the quality of
all studies assessed using the GRADE methodology is significantly low; the results refer only
to some types of cancer (breast, colorectal, and
lung) and a few Italian centers.
Take-home message
According to our opinion, even if Telemedicine
and ICT have a great potential, particularly in
managing cancer and chronic diseases in general, they should not completely replace traditional
practice but improve it and enhance its results, especially in terms of communication, quality and
safety of care36,38. Telenursing interventions aimed
at reaching remote populations39, strengthening
nursing activities with remote interventions that
should currently be in addition to and not in the
place of the usual care to safeguard the essential
health-patient relationship. The use of technologies for care improvement represents a challenge
that Italian nurses are already demonstrating to
adhere to and to which they can make a significant contribution.
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Relevance for clinical practice and research
In Italy, there is a lack of Telenursing interventions
for the increasing needs of cancer patients who
achieved a five years-survival from diagnosis, 63
% for women and 54 % for men40. Their application
is uneven and mainly concerned in northern Italy,
mainly for the spread control of the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic21,24. Many Italian health facilities reduced
hospital access during the pandemic by adopting
protocols with virus containment measures, (isolation, masks, and more) including telephone triage
managed by nurses. However often no data has been
provided on the effects of these efforts41. In cancer
patients, the Italian validation trial25 confirmed the
efficacy of remote monitoring in improving therapeutic adherence, usability and patient acceptability
but suggested the need to improve reliability in detecting AEs. The use of Telenursing in cancer patients in other countries is more widespread11,42, especially in United States18,43. A 2018 meta-analysis43
investigated the effect of telephone interventions on
symptoms and HRQoL in breast cancer patients and
survivors, positively impacting patients’ depression,
fatigue, and symptoms. Nursing telephone interventions promote the self-management of cancer
patients’ symptoms42, especially depression, anxiety, emotional distress, and fatigue. Moreover, some
telephone interventions are more effective when
combined with traditional visits and the supply
of paper or digital support material. These results
could highlight the essential importance of the
traditional healthcare-patient relationship. In our
opinion, Telenursing interventions should perform
a support function for the provided care. It can
simplify and improve access to care and rationalise
healthcare costs and resources42 without replacing
the helping relationship, the “core” of nursing care.
Despite the scarce Italian experience in oncological Telenursing interventions, a growing trend has
emerged in this sector. Two multicentre RCT protocols and one validation trial aim to evaluate the
application of symptom management systems in
cancer patients undergoing chronic drug treatment:
“LuCApp”23 and “Onco-Trec”22,25. Farther, the extension of digital technology to the Italian Health
System could favour efficient solutions and promote patient empowerment, accessibility to health
services, and health-patient and interprofessional
communication.

may have a positive impact on containing SARSCoV-2 infection in surgery cancer patients21,24 and
monitoring for treatment-related Aes25. However,
the available data is still limited, of low quality,
mainly focused on nursing telephone triage and
did not allow definitive conclusions regarding efficacy, usability, and patient satisfaction. Rigorous future studies may allow for a better assessment of the impact of Telenursing interventions
on the effectiveness, safety, satisfaction, QoL, and
quality of care of Italian cancer patients. Indeed,
nursing interventions could positively impact the
assistance, involving patients in the care pathway,
improving communication between professionals, care teams and patients, quality, and safety
of care36.
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